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•What they are

•How they operate

•Proper Technique



Definitions
• Biofeedback - The information displayed on the monitor relative to your efforts in terms of work output, heart 

rate, and strokes per minute. 

• Catch - The position of the body when the hands and seat are closest to the wheel. (In on-water rowing, the oar 
enters the water at this position and you begin to pull.) 

• Cooldown - A period of moderate to easy rowing after a workout which allows the body to recover.  

• Damper Setting - The numbers on the right side of the wheel, which represent the amount of air .owing to the 
.ywheel. The higher the number, the more air. A higher setting makes the Indoor Rower feel like a heavy, slow 
rowboat; a lower number makes the Rower feel like a sleek, fast racing shell. 

• Drive - The work portion of the stroke when you are pushing with your legs and pulling with your back and arms. 

• Ergometer - A device that measures work. 

• Finish - The position of the body when the seat is at the back end of the monorail and the handle is close to the 
body, having just completed the drive. (In on-water rowing, you take your oar out of the water at this position.) 

• Flexfoot - The part of the Indoor Rower that supports your feet. 

• Forward Body Angle Pivoting the upper body from the hips forward over the thighs. 

• Heart Rate - The rate at which your heart is beating measured in beats per minute; an indication of your cardiac 
response to exercise. If the Indoor Rower is equipped with a heart receiver and the user is wearing a transmitting 
belt, heart rate will be displayed in the lower right corner of the Performance Monitor. 

• Hypercompression - Excessive leg compression (hyperflexion of the knee) before the catch; this occurs if the 
rower allows the seat to come too close to the heels (within 6 inches). 



Definitions

• Interval - A work segment, measured in either time or distance, usually followed by a rest period. 

• Interval workouts put a series of work segments together, separated by a specified period of rest. 

• Layback - The position of the upper body at the finish of the stroke. The upper body should have a 5-10 degree backward lean. 

• Leg Drive - The action of the legs at the beginning and during the drive. 

• Load - The amount of resisting force the rower feels during the drive. 

• Meters - The units used to measure how “far” you have rowed. This “distance” is calculated and displayed by the monitor and is the result 
of how much power you produce. The monitor equates your power with the amount of power required to move a boat through water.

• Monorail - The rail upon which the seat 

• Pace - A measure of the effort put into each stroke. The Performance Monitor displays pace terms of how long it takes to row 500 meters. 
The smaller your pace number, the less time it is taking you to row 500 meters, and thus, the faster your are going. 

• Paddling - Rowing very easily with low stroke rate and low intensity; a restful pace. 

• Piece - The term used to describe a work segment on the Rower. A 500-meter piece means a work segment of 500 meters. Pieces may 
be defined in either time or distance. 

• Race Pace - The effort you could maintain for an entire race distance. NOTE: Your race pace for 500 meters will be quite different from 
your race pace for 2,000 meters. 



Definitions

• Ratio - The ratio between the time spent on the drive part of the stroke and the time spent on the recovery. Ideally, you should spend 
more time on the recovery than on the drive. 

• Recovery - The non-drive part of the stroke, when you are moving the handle and then the body from the .nish back to the catch position.

• Rest - A period of paddling before or after a workpiece. 

• Segmented Rowing - Dividing a piece into distance or time segments while rowing the entire piece (i.e., a 5,000-meter piece might be 
divided up into five 1,000-meter segments at different stroke rates). 

• Sequence - The order of involvement of the body parts during the drive and the recovery (legs, back, and arms on the drive; arms, back, 
and legs on the recovery). 

• Split - The work output measured at set distance or time segments during a work piece. 

• SPM - Strokes per minute. The number of drives per minute. 

• Swing - The action of the upper body as it pivots at the hips during the drive, swinging from a forward body angle through perpendicular 
to the layback position. 

• Warmup - A period of initially easy but increasingly intense rowing, used to increase the temperature of the body and stimulate 
cardiovascular activity. 

• Work - The term used to describe the portion of a workout when the rowing is intense. 

• Work Output - Your effort during the stroke, displayed on the Performance Monitor, in your choice of units: time/500m, watts, or calories



Muscles Used

• The Catch

• The erector spinae muscles of the back are relaxed to allow for trunk flexion, which is 
provided by the abdominals. The psoas major and minor and the iliacus flex the 
pelvis and hips. The sartorius muscle rotates the thighs which allows the body to flex 
between the thighs to obtain maximum reach. The hamstrings and gastrocnemius are 
contracting while the knees are in flexion. The quadriceps are elongated and 
stretched, yet the rectus femoris is contributing to hip flexion. The ankles are 
dorsiflexed by the tibialis anterior. 
The elbows are extended by the triceps brachii. The grip on the handle is 
accomplished by the flexor muscles of the fingers and thumb. 



Muscles Used

• The Drive

• Legs Emphasis

• The initial portion of the drive demands maximal power from the legs. The 
quadriceps extend the knee, and the feet are plantar flexed by the soleus 
and gastrocnemius muscles. A number of stabilizing muscles aid in 
supporting the lower back. 

• All the muscles of the shoulder are contracting. These include the supra and 
infraspinatus, subscapularis, teres major and minor, and the biceps brachii. 
The scapula is stabilized by the serratus anterior and trapezius muscles. 



Muscles Used

• Body Swing Emphasis

• As the knees are finishing their extension, the hip is also extending 
by the contraction of the gluteus and hamstring muscles. Back 
extension is occurring by contraction of the erector spinae. 

• In the upper body, elbow flexion is occurring via the biceps, 
brachialis, and the brachioradialis muscles. 



Muscles Used

• Arm Pull Through Emphasis

• The knees are maximally extended, and the ankles are plantar flexed. In addition, hip 
and back extension are being completed. The upper body musculature is contracting 
with high force to finish the drive. The elbow flexors are dominant. The flexor and 
extensor carpi ulnaris muscles of the forearm contract to stabilize and adduct the 
wrist. The shoulder is extended and adducted. The upper arm is internally rotated by 
the latissimus dorsi and pectoralis major. The teres minor, posterior deltoid, and long 
head of the biceps are acting on the shoulder joint. The scapula is rotated downward 
by the pectoralis minor and then drawn backward by the trapezius and rhomboid 
muscles.



Muscles Used

• The Finish

• The knees and ankles remain constant as the hips 
complete a full extension. The back extensors are 
continually contracting, and the upper arms are internally 
rotated by the contracting latissimus dorsi. The triceps 
are extending the elbows slightly. 



Muscles Used

• The Recovery

• The arms are pushed forward and away from the body by the triceps 
until the elbows reach full extension. The anterior deltoids contract 
along with the coracobrachialis and biceps, and the upper arms 
raise slightly as they pass over the extended knees. The abdominals 
flex the torso, and once the hands have cleared the extended knees, 
the slide begins its forward motion through ankle dorsiflexion and 
hip and knee flexion. 



Warm-up

• Row steady state for 5 mins.

• Low pressure

• Slow stroke rate

• Ask the instructor if you have any 

questions.



Stretching

• Before Stretching: It is important that your body be adequately 
warmed up before you attempt to stretch. We suggest that you row 
lightly for 3-5 minutes to increase blood flow and prepare the 
musculo-skeletal system for the stretching sequence to follow. 

• Pre-Workout Stretches can be held for approximately 10 seconds. 

• Post-Workout Stretches can be held for up to 30 seconds. 

• All Stretches: 

• Should be done in a static, relaxed and patient fashion. NO 
bouncing or abrupt movements. 

• Should include full deep breaths, expanding the diaphragm on 
inhalation, for maximum results. 

• Should be repeated on both sides if a unilateral stretch. 

• Can be repeated for 3-5 repetitions. 



Stretching

• Lie on your back and bend one knee up to 

your chest and hug it. Then extend it 

straight up (or as straight as you can) and 

gently pull it toward you. Repeat with the 

other leg. 



Stretching

• Squat and try to get both heels on the 

floor. Squat and try to get both heels on 

the floor. 



Stretching

• Put one arm behind your head as shown, 

grabbing the elbow with your other hand. 

Pull gently. Repeat on other side. 



Stretching

• Push into a bridge with straight legs and 

arms. Stretch one leg at a time. 



Stretching

• Stand and stretch your quad 

by bending your leg back until 

you can grab your foot. 

Gently pull your leg up 

against your butt. 



Stretching

• Calf and Achilles Stretch:
Stand about three feet from a 
wall and put each foot in turn 
as far back as you can while 
still being able to put your 
heel flat on the floor. Do NOT 
bounce and do NOT try too 
hard. The idea is to gently 
stretch the muscles in your 
calf. 



Stretching

• Sitting Hamstring Stretch:
Sit on the floor with one leg out 
to the side and the other leg 
bent to the inside. Gently reach 
for your toes on the 
outstretched leg. Repeat on the 
other side. Sit on the floor in the 
“hurdler’s position” (one leg out 
and one leg bent back) and 
reach out to your toe with both 
arms, then repeat with the other 
leg. 



Modern Ergs

• Manufacturer: Concept 2



Erg Setup

• Parts of the Erg

• Slide Assembly

• Foot Stretchers

• Fan Setting

• Screen



Parts of the Erg

Slide

Seat Screen

Fan and Damper

Handle

Slide LockFoot Stretchers



Slide Assembly

• Pictures of slide dismantled and then getting put 

together



Foot Stretchers

• Proper setting

• Comfort

Ball of foot



Fan Setting

• A damper setting of 3-5 is best for aerobic workouts. This is also 
closest to feeling like a sleek fast boat on the water.



Rowing Technique

• The Catch

• The Drive

• The Finish

• The Recovery

• The Catch



The Catch

• Extend arms straight toward the flywheel. 

• Keep wrists flat. 

• Lean your upper body slightly forward with back straight 

but not stiff. 

• Slide forward on the seat until your shins are vertical (or 

as close to this as your flexibility will allow). 



The Drive

• Begin the drive by pressing down your legs. 

• Keep your arms straight and hold your back firm to 
transfer your leg power up to the handle. 

• Gradually bend your arms and swing back with your 
upper body, prying against the legs until you reach a 
slight backward lean at the finish. 



The Finish

• Pull the handle all the way into your abdomen. 

• Straighten your legs. 

• Lean your upper body back slightly. 



The Recovery

• Extend your arms toward the flywheel. 

• Lean your upper body forward at the hips to follow the 

arms. 

• Gradually bend legs to slide forward on the seat. 



The Catch

• Draw your body forward until the shins are vertical. 

• Upper body should be leaning forward at the hips. 

• Arms should be fully extended. 

• You are ready to take the next stroke.



Types of Workouts

• Distance
– 2k

– 6k

– 10K

• Time
– 2:00

– 20:00

– 30:00

– 40:00

• Interval
– 1:00 on 1:30 Rest X6

– 500m on 2:00 Rest X6

• Variable Interval (newer models only)
– Mix of above interval



PM2 Screen Functions



PM2 Screen Functions

WATTS CAL/HR

Display Button



PM2 Screen Functions

Split Ave /500m Split Total Meters



PM2 Screen Functions

• Setting up for a Timed Workout

1

2
3



PM2 Screen Functions

• Setting up a Distance Workout

1

2

3



PM2 Screen Functions

• Setting up an Interval Workout



PM3 Screen Functions

Select Just Row



PM3 Screen Functions

• Displays – Use the Change Display button



PM3 Screen Functions

• Displays



PM3 Screen Functions

• Displays



PM3 Screen Functions

• Units Screens



PM3 Screen Functions

• Units Screens



PM3 Screen Functions
• Press the back button to return to the main menu.

The Standard List and Custom List show various 

workouts that can be quickly selected. For 

example: 2000m from the standard list for a 2K 

test.



PM3 Screen Functions

The ReRow feature lets you row 

against yourself or a friend on the 

same erg.



PM3 Screen Functions

Single Distance 

allows you to 

customize a workout 

or challenge



PM3 Screen Functions

Single Time allows 

you to customize a 

workout or challenge



PM3 Screen Functions

• Intervals: Time, Distance allow you to 

customize your interval training. Intervals: 

Variable allows for complete customization 

of a workout. The following slides will 

cover how to set these up.



PM3 Screen Functions

Set your distance/Time 

and then Rest time

Remember the monitor 

turns off after 4 min. of 

inactivity.



PM3 Screen Functions

• Intervals: Variable

• Variable setting is very diverse in that it 

allows you to change what you are doing 

every interval.



Types of Workouts

• Distance
– 2k

– 6k

– 10K

• Time
– 2:00

– 20:00

– 30:00

– 40:00

• Interval
– 1:00 on 1:30 Rest X6

– 500m on 2:00 Rest X6

• Variable Interval (newer models only)
– Mix of above interval

– Fish Game (not on all PM3’s)



Sprint Season Workouts

• Short Intervals

• Base workout off of your 2K split time

– Ex: 2K split time of 2:35

• Train short intervals at 2:25 or 2:30 don’t be afraid to push 

yourself

• Train longer pieces at 2:35

• Pyramid workouts

– Change intensity

– Change Stroke Rate

– Change time or distance



Fall Season Workouts

• Longer workouts

– 5K

– 10K

– 20min

– 60min

• Breakup the routine with an occasional 
sprint workout.

– Sprint work builds strength

– Distance primarily works on endurance


